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/EINPresswire.com/ -- With coronavirus cases

rising among the unvaccinated and efforts to get

them shots lagging, there is growing belief in

some public health circles that more aggressive

tactics are needed to get more of the population

inoculated.

Acclaimed Realtor, Scott Aurich, has some

insights on this matter. "Generally speaking, I

believe we need less government involvement in

our lives." states Aurich. "However, the pandemic

we have been battling across the country is an

example where our governments involvement is

critical in reducing the number of deaths and

dealing with aspects of our lives that have been

changed in our effort not to contribute to the

spread of this horrible virus."

California has already tried prizes and game

show-style events to encourage people to get

vaccinated. But 41% of Californians of all ages have yet to be inoculated. And two troubling and

related trends are bringing calls for fresh thinking. Namely, the coronavirus is spreading in

California — and the pace of vaccinations continues to tail off.

Aurich continues, "I believe restricting gathering in groups, requiring wearing masks, and most

importantly helping the private sector to create vaccinations and making them available to the

public are all actions that have saved thousands or perhaps millions of lives."

The solution won’t be easy, but officials and experts are pretty confident they know what will

work.

First, sending trusted people in communities to advocate for vaccinations at events and doing
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door-to-door outreach can do wonders in convincing people to get vaccinated. Getting vaccines

into the offices of primary care physicians can help too. 

"It should be each person’s feeling that has not had the vaccination or had the virus already, that

it is their responsibility to get a vaccine to protect the people he/she is in contact with. I believe

inspiring people with a sense of responsibility to do what is best for the people they love and

care about is the best motivation for someone who has concerns to act. " concludes Aurich.

--------------------

Scott Aurich

Scott has over thirty years of diverse real estate sales experience. He has also developed single-

family subdivisions, custom homes, luxury condominiums, and affordable housing. This

extensive background in sales and development provides his clients with insights into what

potential a property may have. Beginning in Residential Sales with his family's real estate

business then owning and operating one of the more successful real estate brokerages in

Coronado, California, Scott has been helping buy and sell real estate in Coronado since 1989.

Primarily focused on brokerage and development in Coronado, Scott has built a reputation for

getting the job done. From representing buyers and sellers to negotiating with the city

government, regarding development of subsidized affordable housing, Scott proves in every

transaction he knows what he is doing and stands behind his work.

He is active in the community and sells Coronado as the greatest place to live on earth, which

comes from Scott's heart. He is a past president of the Coronado Association of Realtors and last

year was voted Co-Realtor of the Year, and remains dedicated to creating an excellent working

relationship amongst all of the Brokers and Agents on the Island.
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